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Brief note: It’s a New Year, and that means Soros-funded harridans have tried and been thwarted in their desperate attempts to cancel Revolver—but
only thanks to you, The People. We are extremely grateful and fortunate to be supported by our generous readership. Subscribers and Donors help
Revolver weather any cancel culture storm. Buy a $49 per year Subscription for yourself and for your friends and family, and if you are able and willing
to give more, don’t hesitate to make a recurring monthly donation — whether it’s $1 or $1,000, every bit helps. You can also now easily give the gift of a
Revolver ad-free Subscription. Simply go to the Subscribe page and check the “gift” option. Don’t be stingy! — make it an annual subscription.

Sometimes, it feels like everything is falling to pieces… the center cannot hold:

Tucker Carlson
@TuckerCarlson · Follow

Farmers have noticed something odd: their chickens 
aren't laying eggs. They don't appear sick with avian 
flu; they're not dying. What's causing it? Some have 
concluded their chicken feed is responsible. 

foxnews.com/video/63195172…

Watch on Twitter
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Interestingly enough, Tucker notes that smugglers are now trying to sneak eggs across the Mexican border in the full segment on YouTube:

Tucker: This is a matter of national survivalTucker: This is a matter of national survival

Conspiratorial thinking or a harbinger of something far greater? Perhaps only time will tell.

In the words of Tucker, it’s something to be “a little paranoid” about.

Let us know what you think in the comments…

Subscribe to Revolver News for $49 a year so that we can keep bringing critical investigations to you, the People. If you desire to give more, please
don’t hesitate to make a recurring monthly donation — whether it’s $1 or $1,000 per month, every bit helps.
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gramps

• Reply •

− ⚑

⏲ 2 days ago
Putin could become a savior of humanity with a few carefully
placed ICBMs at the WEF.

 17  0

John Elliott  

• Reply •

− ⚑> gramps

⏲ 2 days ago
Jnew York , Hollywood and London

 5  1

Robert McNamara  

• Reply •

− ⚑> gramps

⏲ 2 days ago
Putin and Orban are the free worlds last hope.

 2  1

MADNESS INC COOKOO 

• Reply •

− ⚑

⏲ 3 days ago edited
https://thehill.com/homenew...
The third largest egg farm was just destroyed in a �re.

 9  0

Retired

• Reply •

− ⚑

⏲ 3 days ago
The evil WEF is involved in starving the world's population by any
means necessary. Wake up. Everything about the globalist left is
evil and eliminating food production is just one way they're
attempting to meet their goals of population reduction.
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extra salt  

• Reply •

− ⚑> Retired

⏲ 3 days ago
They starved the 3rd world of opportunity and food
then opened our borders wide open.

 3  0

CrsQ  

• Reply •

− ⚑> Retired

⏲ 2 days ago
So true, Death = eviL… Life = good,,, good and eviL?
Choose you this day?
From the very beginning humanity has had a choice.
Today is no different.
Everything points to what Bill Gates said, that they
want to get the population in this worLd down to
500,000 people, why, spare parts. Sick in know.
In the last 100 years evil has killed well over 1 billion
people, war and famine… today they are doing the
same thing. Make no mistake. EviL is real and it is
coming after every human being… wake up. Every
thing points to death.
MSM, NWO, WTF, GREEN DEAL, CARBON, all has one
thing in common you and i must die. Wake up if they
have not come for you today, they will tomorrow.
After we are the problem.

 1  0

Tacitus 

• Reply •

− ⚑

⏲ 3 days ago
It's all being purposely done. Whether arsonists for the WEF et al
are burning down food processing plants and egg farms, or the
Davos gang is making sure that chicken feed has been
contaminated, it's all part of the diabolical plot. Bill Gates, Soros,
Schwab and the other unelected billionaires want the world's
population shrunk from 8 billion to 500, 000. The clot shot was
deployed to effect population reduction. Now, the food supply is
being tampered with. Dr. Malone has written about these same
demons wanting to inject the clot shot into meat etc. They are
following Stalin's ploy to bring the Kulaks to heel when he
created the Holodomor in Ukraine. Globalists and their
compromised paid politicians don't give a �g about any of us
serfs. NONE of this will stop until the billions in our world make
it stop. These criminals are a tiny percentage of our world's
population.
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extra salt  

• Reply •

− ⚑> Tacitus

⏲ 3 days ago
They don't even need to starve America.

Just destroy all the economies in the third world and
increase food prices there slightly and then open our
borders.
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−This comment was deleted. −

Tacitus  − ⚑> Guest
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• Reply •

⏲ 3 days ago
I don't watch faux news; listen to Joe
Rogan or use Twatter.
Instead, I read extensively and research to
come to my own conclusions -something
that is clearly way beyond your IQ. I bet
you got the clot shot too and support the
current thing!!!
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• Reply •

− ⚑>

Tacitus

⏲ 2 days ago
Same here, like most
conservatives. Lefties are so
ignorant and have a bee hive
mentality.
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• Reply •
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Tacitus

⏲ 2 days ago
Ditto ...

 0  0

solomonpal 

• Reply •

− ⚑> Guest

⏲ 3 days ago
You are in a disinformation whirlpool .
Your frame of reference is distorted by
TDS. Trump derangement syndrome if you
are not familiar with the abbreviation.
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DirtFarmer  

• Reply •

− ⚑> Guest

⏲ 2 days ago edited
Iseit, What's tbe matter with you? Are you
seriously the "useful idiot" that Klaus
Schwaub and Bill Gates depend upon so
desperately?
They will roll over you like squashing bugs
underfoot, you are their roach.
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− ⚑> Guest

⏲ 3 days ago
Democrat troll
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> bluiewest1

⏲ 3 days ago
Communist troll.
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Joe "Beijing" Biden − ⚑>

Guest
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Global rules based order😂🤣😅
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• Reply •

Global rules based order 😂🤣😅

You sound upset that we don’t want to be
slaves.

 3  1

Gladysnight 

• Reply •

− ⚑> Guest

⏲ 2 days ago
Undermine democracy?
Thanks for sharing your low IQ , we live in
a constitutional republic . Genius !

 3  1

ToddM23  

• Reply •

− ⚑> Guest

⏲ 2 days ago
Lol you fuqqing clown

 3  1

undrprsr  

• Reply •

− ⚑> Guest

⏲ 3 days ago
iseit, with your head up your butt, you can
only see crap!

 3  1

John Elliott 

• Reply •

− ⚑
> undrprsr

⏲ 2 days ago edited
When you seeit ✡

 2  0

undrprsr  

• Reply •

− ⚑>

John Elliott

⏲ 2 days ago
????

 0  0

John Elliott 

• Reply •

− ⚑
> undrprsr

⏲ 2 days ago
Iseeit , Moishe, and Nathan are
all sitting at keyboards next to
each other

 0  1

durka durka − ⚑> Guest

⏲ 2 days ago
only listen to cnn and all the other liberal
media companies who are the precise
reason why fox news had to be created as
the only conservative alternative to the
liberal media. Then when joe rogan
became the biggest podcast you morons
went after joe rogan as if he is right wing
or something. Everyone loved Trump until
he run as a republicans then it became
"orange man bad" then you got "bald ufc
�ghter bad" and "tesla man bad" next we
got "�orida man bad"
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• Reply •

At what point you wake up and realize the
media have brainwashed you to hate
people you know nothing about because
they dont like them?

 2  1

−This comment was deleted. −

durka durka 

• Reply •

− ⚑>

Guest

⏲ a day ago
this is clearly bait but statistics
are clear it is overwelmingly the
left that are mentally ill. Also
the consequencies or your
actions will make the current
people under 30, that are a tiny
minority change their views in
the future, from trans surgery
regrets, to men being treated
like crap because the left has
nothing for them, just hate as it
is a feminist anti masculine
movement to white people
being not a second but a last
class of citizens in this country,
to latinos being catholics and
agaisnt abortions and lgbtq.
Soon things will change or
completely collapse. You guys
control the entire system and
scare children with lies about
climate change and 72 different
genders and the results of that
is young people not wanting to
have kids so demographics
collapse which means less
babies and pushing lgbtq
making youth 30% lgbtq means
lower birthrates, basicly what i
am saying is the west is dying
and in the future will be rulled
by china russia or iran, because
they have kids.

Good luck.

 1  1

Buck joe Fiden − ⚑
> Guest

⏲ 2 days ago
I monitor several ULTRA
EXTREME FAR LEFT websites,
like "ForexLive", I
often come across YOUR
name"iseeit", and the content is
SO extreme with
their DISGUSTING comments
and ideas spewing forth, full of
d f f
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• Reply •

disinformation, misinformation
and malinformation which
leads to
needless partisan resistance to
the American way of life. There
is a
furious effort to spread
disinformation around most
issues. I'm sure it
is very carefully monitored and
at some point the authorities
will take
"iseeit" and other domestic
terrorist out. The highest
probability is
that by monitoring the terrorist
communications Federal
authorities
will
be able to at some point begin
dismantling their ANTIFA cells
and
disabling the EXTREME FAR
LEFT websites/networks of
hate, intolerance,
and disinformation. The
despicable and disgusting
conspiracy theories
are enough to make any normal
person completely
outraged.Talk about
NASTY. You are the, hateful,
bigoted, racist FASCIST that
you say
others are.What aTRULY nasty
racist, fascist piece of $#!t you
really
are, poor, poor "iseeit", suffering
from terminal Trump
Derangement
Syndrome and overdosing on
PROPAGANDA. "iseeit" you are
sad and
Pathetic.

 0  1

Saywhatyamean 

• Reply •

− ⚑> Guest

⏲ 2 days ago
It seems you’ve been sleeping. �

 2  1

timamac  

• Reply •

− ⚑> Guest

⏲ 2 days ago
"Democracy", "global rules"?! Wow. Pure
sheepleton!

 1  1

David Fogel − ⚑> Guest

⏲ 2 days ago
There is no democracy to defend. Show us
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e e s o de oc acy to de e d. S o  us
any mention of the word democracy
anywhere in the founding documents.

 0  0

ello  

see more

• Reply •

− ⚑> Guest

⏲ 2 days ago
YOUR denial does not work anymore
mister ostrich with your head in the sand,
you think it "coincidence" these food
plants were destroyed in past two years?
SHARE EVERYWHERE PLEASE

1. 4/30/21 Monmouth Smith�eld Foods
pork processing plant

2. 7/25/21 Memphis Kellogg plant

3. 8/13/21 JBS beef plant

4. 8/24/21 Patak Meat Company

5. 7/30/21 Tyson River Valley ingredient
plant

6. 10/21/21 Darigold plant

 0  0

NOVEMCINCTUS 

• Reply •

− ⚑> Guest

⏲ 2 days ago
By the time you see it, it will be too late.

 0  1

Buck joe Fiden 

• Reply •

− ⚑> Guest

⏲ 2 days ago
Are you such a SIMPLETON, iseeit....SMH !

Poor pathetic iseeit, overdosing on
LibTURD propaganda. What a fool you are,
Lady.

 0  1

Prospect Z  

• Reply •

− ⚑> Guest

⏲ 2 days ago
You are fully delusional. These people are
right over the target, you're not even a
good troll

 0  1

extra salt − ⚑

⏲ 3 days ago
I think they are doing a lot of little things on purpose in a
coordinated way.

There are a lot of little moves they have made that went below
the radar because a lot of little things have happened just like
that in the past and it was a natural occurrence in the economy
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